
ID3 Algorithm

target:
   PlayTennis  (yes, no)

attributes:
   Humidity (high, normal)
   Wind       (strong, weak)
   Outlook   (sunny, overcast, rain)

examples:
   Outlook=rain  ∧ Wind=strong ∧ PlayTennis=no
   ...
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attributes:
   Humidity (high, normal)
   Wind       (strong, weak)
   Outlook   (sunny, overcast, rain)

examples:

PlayTennis=yes

recursive call to ID3, with
- remaining set of examples (Examplessunny)
- set of attributes MINUS “Outlook”

Examplessunny

Outlook=sunny
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just repeat the steps...
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Exampleshigh
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here I’ll assume something similar
happens with “Normal” but positive
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attributes:
   Humidity (high, normal)
   Wind       (strong, weak)
   Outlook   (sunny, overcast, rain)

examples:

PlayTennis=yes

(eventually) done!


